To our neighbors,
Since 1962, Lawn Funeral Home has prided itself on the relationships with the families and the communities in
which we serve. We are carefully monitoring the COVID-19 pandemic and are referring to the latest guidelines
from the Center of Disease Control (CDC), World Health Organization (WHO), governmental agencies and local
health officials.
We have increased how often we clean and disinfect all areas of our buildings especially all high-touch areas.
Also, we have been thoroughly cleaning our chapels, coffee rooms and arrangement offices after each use.
Funeral Services
We are working with families on scheduling abbreviated visiting hours and encouraging immediate family
funeral services with the option of a public memorial visitation or mass at a later date. We will help families
make memorial tributes available online to view for people who cannot attend funeral services. Our funeral
home is making it easier to offer condolences online through our website.
Attending a Visitation or Funeral Service
Although a funeral ceremony is a time to show support and love to a family during a difficult time, we are
asking to please refrain from hugging and shaking hands while paying your respects. Our restrooms and coffee
rooms are available to wash hands prior to entering the chapel.
Coffee Room
As we make it a top priority to sanitize and clean all areas throughout our facilities, we are asking families to
limit any food being brought into our coffee rooms during this time. By restricting open containers or plates of
food in our coffee rooms, it will help in the prevention of spreading protentional germs.
Pre-Planning/Pre-Arrangements
Our funeral home staff will still be available to answer any questions in regard to preplanning. At this time, we
will be handling all prearrangements over the phone and we will e-mail or mail any required documents to
you.
As always, it remains our top priority to serve families in our community during their difficult time of loss of a
loved one. To ensure we can continue to do so, we need to keep our families and employees healthy and
available. By implementing some restrictions we are confident we will not need to delay funeral services and
can work with each family to provide an important and meaningful memorial for your loved one.
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